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What Is LRT?
Introduction
In this section we answer the question “What is LRT ?” and
explain why it has been introduced in over 400 cities around
the world as a form of high quality public transportation
that addresses wider issues of sustainable growth and
revitalizing cities.

Overview
Light Rail Transit (LRT) consists of light rail vehicles running
on steel rails powered by overhead electrical wires. Light rail
vehicles vary in length from 28 metres up to 35-40 metres. Each
vehicle will generally carry around 190-250 passengers with
easy, level access through multiple wide, double doors. Running
as frequently as three minute intervals, and with the option of
coupling light rail vehicles together, it is possible for LRT to carry
between 1,500 and 10,000 passengers an hour.

Grenoble, France

LRT routes are more adaptable than conventional railways:
LRT can run within the roadway with tracks laid flush with the
surface; LRT can operate within mixed traffic or in its own lanes
within the roadway; it can run through pedestrian-friendly
streets; and it can run in its own corridor. It can also operate
on elevated structures or in a tunnel. It is this flexibility and
adaptability that makes LRT such a versatile solution for cities
wanting to implement intermediate capacity transit lines. As the
document will illustrate, the Evergreen Line makes best use of
this design adaptability to produce an efficient and cost-effective
solution for the Northeast Sector.

tramways and streetcar systems as part of their transit networks,
the modern LRT systems have a new approach. Cities are
using LRT to redefine their cityscape and public realm as well
as to provide public transportation improvements in terms of
capacity, quality, efficiency, safety and corridor environment.
Integrated with wider transit networks and park & ride facilities,
the introduction of LRT consistently achieves a growth in public
transportation ridership and attracts automobile users.
The latest generation of LRT features low-floor vehicles, allowing
low-level station platforms that are easy to integrate with the
existing streetscape and allow easy, level access between the
platform and the light rail vehicle. As a result LRT is accessible to
all customers: seniors, people using wheelchairs or mobility aids,
passengers with strollers or luggage, and cyclists.
Stations are generally open-access with shelters, ticket vending
machines, seating, timetable information and customer
information. Some include bicycle-parking facilities. Larger
interchange stations also feature bus loops, links to commuter
rail services; and drop-off and park & ride facilities. Stations
often feature public art or other design features to integrate
them within local communities and the general streetscape.
Comprehensive designs can include landscaping and tree planting
to further enhance the station environment.

Over the last twenty years a new generation of LRT systems
have been introduced in Europe, North America and Australia.
Although many cities have developed and extended older
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LRT System Components
The Light Rail Transit Vehicles

Traffic Integration

n Low-floor light rail vehicles

n Follows the rules of the road- speed limits, traffic signals,

n Fully accessible, level boarding and alighting
n Electrically powered by overhead wires
n Quiet operation

right of way
n Integrates with pedestrian, bicycle and vehicle traffic at

intersections

n Driver operated

n Traffic managed to ensure best travel time and reliability

n High capacity – one driver, 190-250 passengers

n Traffic signals timed to favour trains

n Modern design
n Wheelchair and mobility aid access, stroller-friendly,

bikes welcome

Light Rail Transit Alignments
LRT can operate on a range of alignment types:
n Conventional rail track in dedicated corridor
n Elevated structures
n Tunnel
n Street-level: track flush with roadway surface, shared with
general traffic, crossing traffic at signal-controlled intersections
n Street-level: track flush with roadway surface, dedicated lanes
(segregated from other traffic). Crossing traffic at signalcontrolled intersections
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Light Rail Transit Stations
Modern LRT systems feature low-floor cars and low station
platforms (around 300-350 mm above track level). Stations can be
designed in a range of layouts:
n Interchange stations, providing convenient transfer between
LRT, buses, and commuter rail services
n Elevated stations with stairs, escalator and elevator access
n Street-level stations, with side platforms integrated within the
sidewalks, or in central medians either as side, staggered or
island layouts
n Stations in tunnels, with stairs, escalator and elevator access
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Modern Light Rail
Transit systems
provide easy access
and an attractive
transportation
choice

Montpellier, France

Strasbourg, France

Neighbourhood-friendly Stations

Operations & Maintenance Centre

n Fully accessible stations

All LRT systems feature an Operations & Maintenance Centre
(OMC). Light rail vehicles have a driver who maintains radio
contact with the OMC. OMC controllers monitor radio
communications, overall system operations and security. Light
rail vehicles are maintained and stored at the OMC when not in
operation. The OMC also provides facilities for staff.

n Good community fit
n Weather protection, lighting and seating
n Real-time “next train” information
n Public art and landscaping
n Attracts neighbourhood development
n Good for local business

Integration
Overhead wires & power supply
LRT is electrically powered from overhead wires. The systems are
insulated with no live elements at street-level. Centre or side poles
support overhead wires. These poles are often combined with
street lighting to minimize “street clutter”. Where appropriate,
overhead wires can also be suspended from cross-wires attached
to buildings along the LRT route. Electrical sub-stations are
provided at regular intervals along a LRT route, generally around
every 1-1.5 km, to provide power from the main electrical supply.
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LRT systems are integrated with pedestrians, bicyclists, other
public transportation modes (bus, commuter rail, other transit
systems e.g. SkyTrain) and park and ride to provide maximum
convenience to passengers. LRT is also integrated with land use
development (Transit-Oriented Development), to maximize land
use densities and encourage transit ridership.
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Streetscape
LRT is introduced as part of a wider streetscape design
incorporating sidewalk improvements, landscaping and tree
planting, new lighting, public art and local parking facilities. This
“integrated solution” approach relies on a coordinated design and
integration of funding sources from the transit authority and local
municipalities and/or private sector sources.

Safety and Security
n Stations and light rail vehicles designed for secure operation
n Overhead power lines - no “live” rails
n Driver on-board
n Transit police
n Communications systems on trains and at stations
n Tunnel features safety systems
n On-board and remote train control systems
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Portland, Oregon - A best case example
Introduction
Portland’s MAX Light Rail Transit system serves the wider Tri-Met
area with a population of 1.5 million centred on Portland. The area
has an extensive LRT network, with the first line opened in 1986.
Subsequent extensions have created a four-line network linking the
downtown to surrounding neighbourhoods and towns. The MAX
has been used to encourage transit-oriented development and the
regeneration of the downtown area. Over $2 billion in development
has occurred along the entire Eastside MAX line.

System Details
Route Length

Full system – 70 km, Eastside Blue 24 km,
Yellow 9.3 km

Number of Lines

4 (Red, Yellow, Eastside Blue and Westside
Blue Lines)

Number of Stops

Yellow Line-22 Stops, Eastside Blue
Line – 28 Stops

Frequency

Yellow Line – Approx 15 minutes, Eastside
Blue Line 5 – 15 minutes

Ridership

Full System 32 million per annum

Fare system

Zonal system, same fares as bus

Light Rail Vehicles:
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Length

28.2 m

Width

2.65 m

Low Floor height

359 mm

Capacity

64 Seated, 204 Stand, 4 Wheelchair,
4 Buggies

Max. speed

80 km/hr
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